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EQUIVALENT CO2 SAVED BY 2030

47
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sooner, bigger and safer (=de-risking)

InnoEnergy: A worldwide leading early-stage investor in Cleantech
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Thematic fields and technology focus

Circular Economy

Energy storage

Energy efficiency

Renewable
energies

Smart and efficient
buildings and cities

Smart
electric grid

Mobility

Nuclear
instrumentation
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InnoEnergy: A worldwide leading early-stage investor in Cleantech

From Startups to Strategic Industrial Value Chains: creating new markets
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INDUSTRY
VALUE CHAINS
•
•
•

European Battery Alliance
(EBA)
European Green Hydrogen
Acceleration Centre
(EGHAC)
European Solar Initiative
(ESI)

€390B

ANNUAL MARKET VALUE IN 2025

7M+
NEW TOTAL JOBS

Floating offshore wind - Value chain and potential impact in Iberia
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Transversal Capabilities – across Value Chain
Additionally, the Iberian region is very strong in some cross-cutting capabilities which
have low replicability, therefore providing a valuable competitive advantage against
competitors:
• Higher competitiveness than other countries in Europe in terms of manufacturing costs
• Strategic geographical position with a very relevant shore length
• Strong logistics and supply chain capabilities
• Availability of port areas to store produced elements (e.g., blades, towers, moorings, etc.)
• Large port sites (quaysides) to locate launched floating elements during outfitting, final turbine
assembling, etc.

Conclusions
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The Iberian region is already strong in FOW technology and has a strong wind power industrial network mainly derived from onshore wind

Value chain

FOW technology development has attracted players to the region that have leveraged current capabilities from other sectors, which has
resulted in Iberia holding a first-mover advantage for the development of certain key FOW elements such as floaters
Overall, the Iberian region has strong capabilities across almost the entire FOW value chain, resulting in a relatively advantageous positioning
against other competing regions
The Atlantic coast of the Iberian region concentrates most of these key capabilities for FOW technology and industrial development, and this
part of Iberia will therefore benefit from an increasing development of this technology
With current capabilities and supply chain requirements, the immediate addressable Iberian markets is expected to include the EU and USA’s
East Coast
The value chain analysis shows that Iberia has sufficient grounds for becoming a technology and industry hub for several FOW key elements

What would be the impact of becoming such a hub?
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